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Introduction
1. The recovery from the Great Depression was weak.
→ The market clearing condition was violated because of National Industrial Recovery Act
(NIRA) limited the competition in the market. The economy with NIRA took more time to
get recovered than the economy without NIRA.
2. The real wages in several sectors rose significantly above trend.
→ The NIRA codes set the minimum wages for both low-skilled and high-skilled labors. The
wages are same for the same jobs and the wage discrimination was not permitted by seniority
or other criteria. The NIRA was established because Roosevelt believed that less wage and
lower competition would expand the economy. In some codes, the authority determined the
minimum price directly as “fair market price”.

Key elements for modelling
The key elements for modelling to the New Deal policies are:
1. repeated bargaining1 in some sectors with collusion depending on the labor agreement,
2. optimal choice for the number of cartel workers by the insiders,
3. job search,
4. voluntary participation to cartel by firms.
These features in the model introduce the reality of the labor union during 1930s. Particularly,
the determination of the insiders is the important feature.
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A negotiation between an employer and a group of employees about labor condition, such as wage.
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Household problem
The respective family’s problem is set up as follows, where φ is elasticity of substitution.

Respective family’s utility maximization:
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Law of motion for capital:
kst+1 = xst + (1 − δ)kst ,
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Law of motion for the number of household members with cartel jobs :
nmt ≤ πnmt−1 + vt−1 nut−1 ,
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job searching

Leisure:
1 − nt = 1 − (nf t + nmt + nut ).
One of the first-order conditions gives the condition that marginal benefit of searching a job is equal
to the marginal cost of searching. In other words, the cartel wage premia is equal to the previous
period’s wage.
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Firm’s problem
• Competitive goods producers
• Cartel
– Insider’s problem
– The firm’s best response

Two sectors in the intermediate goods market
The output of the cartel sector is
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where χ is the ratio of cartel in the two sectors. The output of the cartel sector is
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Competitive goods producer

Representative final goods producer’s profit maximization:
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Su of intermediate goods used to produce final goods

Competitive intermediate good producer:
max pf t (zt nf t )γ kf t 1−γ − wf t nf t − rf t kf t .

nf t ,kf t
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Cartel
The insiders are the workers who were employed in the industry last period and who did not suffer
attrition. The insiders bargain each period with firms over the wage and the level of employment
(how many people to hire).
The structure of the bargaining game between insiders and firms
Stage 1 (Insider’s turn):
The insiders make a wage and employment proposal, (wt , nt ).
In equilibrium, (wt = wmt , nt = nmt ).
Stage 2 (Firm’s turn):
The firms choose either accept or reject the insiders’ proposal.
• If the proposal is accepted,
- collude and operate as monopolist at (wt , nt ).
• If the proposal is rejected,
1. with probability ω
- collude and operate as monopolist by paying competitive firms’ wage, wf t .
- ω is the bargaining power. ex. If ω = 1, all the bargaining power to the firm’s side.
2. with probability 1 − ω
- behave as a competitive firm and operate as competitive firm at wf t .
- the government enforces anti-trust law.

Insiders’ problem
The insider chooses the optimal (wt , nt ) to maximize the expected present value of the wage premium per insider. The initial stock of insiders is given by n.

Objective function:
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subject to
Πt (w, n) ≥ Pt .

(10)

Intuition behind math
Insiders
1. maximize the expected present value of the wage premium per insider.
2. add new member if and only if the insiders’ payoff increase.
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→ The chance of lay-off you face increases if n > n. n − n insiders must be laid off.
3. satisfies the firms’ reservation profits, Pt ≥ Πt .
→ Insiders don’t care the firm’s profit but insiders know their proposal will be rejected if Pt < Πt .

The Firm’s Problem
1. Conjecture: Firms’ continuation payoff is
Wt+1
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2. The insiders’ optimal strategy ⇒ firms’ reservation profits Pt .
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Equilibirum
1. Insider’s proposition: a wage wt∗
2. Only a wage w and no number of employees n
The optimal proposal from the insiders to the firm only specifies a wage level wt∗ and not (wt∗ , n∗t ).
The reason is that they know the firm needs its reservation profit to accept the offer. Hence, given
wt∗ , the firm will choose n∗t such that it achieves Pt . It also reflects the fact that in the data, actual
contracts often specified only the wage.

Bargaining Power
1. ω denotes the bargaining power
ω = 1: All the power is on the firm side
⇒Firm chooses (n) to achieve cartel output with market wage
ω → 0: All the power is on the insider’s side
⇒ Employment tends to 0
2. Only a wage w and no number of employees n

Parameter Values
• ω denotes the bargaining power of the
ω = 1: All the power is on the firm side
⇒Firm chooses (n) to achieve cartel output with market wage
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ω → 0: All the power is on the insider’s side
⇒ Employment tends to 0
• Only a wage w and no number of employees n
They authors proceeded to a simulation of the steady-state values in order to see the big picture
associated with certain parameters.

One of the most noteworthy feature of this table is how much the parameter value is affected by
the bargaining power. The smaller ω gets, the higher the insider’s bargaining power is and, as a
consequence, the lower output and employment (cartel and in general) get and the higher the cartel
wage and job searcher levels get.
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Regarding parameter χ, which denotes the relative level of the cartelized industry within the
economy, the higher it gets, the worse the economy gets.
The resulting effect from the elasticity of substitution φ is rather low, except for cartel employment. The more unsubstitutable the intermediate producers are to the final good producers, the
higher the cartel employment gets, which is logical since there is no perfect substitute for the good
manufactured by the cartel sector.
Here is an excerpt from the paper that summarizes the whole process.
“The policy raises the wage in the cartel sector, which reduces output in the cartel sector. This
decrease in cartel output affects the competitive wage through its impact on the value of the
marginal product of labor in the competitive sector. The low competitive wage and the wage gap
between the two sectors reduce employment in the competitive sector, since some individuals choose
to search for a cartel job and some choose to take leisure rather than work for the low competitive
wage”

Choice of parameter
The wages in the cartelized sector of the economy were much higher than in the rest of the economy.
This implies, from Table 6, that we will need a high bargaining power from the insiders, that is a
low level of ω.
• γ, β, g, A and δ are set such that
steady-state labor share of income is 70 percent
the annual real return to capital is 5 percent
the average growth rate of per capita output is 1.9 %/yr.
• δ = 0.07
yielding a steady-state ratio of capital to output of about two
• A
such that household work about 1/3 of the time
• θ = 10
substitution elasticity between goods across industries within a sector
Standard in the imperfect competition & business cycle literature
• χ = 0.32
1929: Manufacturing ≈ 28% + Other sectors ≈ 4%
• ω = 0.1
Avg. manufacturing wage 20% higher than steady-state
Late 30s: 20% above trend
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• φ = −1
Consistent with the situation at the time

Model results and comparison

• Output
Data: Plateau and dip from 1936 and on
Competitive model: Almost full recovery by 1936
Cartel model: Plateau at ≈ 86 from 1936
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We can see that the cartel model does a much better job than the fully competitive model, but still
it cannot match the data in terms of magnitude and does not replicate the later dip in 1938. The
next tables allow us to compare the levels of the different variables of interest.

The authors sell their results by saying that even though the magnitude is off a bit, they are able
to recreate the depression.
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• Output
Data: Plateau and dip from 1936 and on
Competitive model: Almost full recovery by 1936
Cartel model: Plateau at ≈ 86 from 1936
• Consumption
Data: Slight increase until ’36, then dips; Still below trend
Competitive model: Monotonically increases, almost back to trend in ’39
Cartel model: Plateau, from 1936 to 1939
• Investment s
Data: Always very low (under 60)
Competitive model: From 1936, overshoots and is over 1
Cartel model: Follows the variation of the data, but not the magnitude.
Still below 1, thus better than competition
• Maufacturing wage
Data: slowly grows from 1.11 to 1.22
Cartel model:Rapidily grows from 1.16 to 1.20 and remains there.

Conclusion and Critics
• Conclusion
NIRA was BAD!!!
Created:
Rents
Incentives for workers to not accept job and to wait for cartel jobs
Dragged down employment and investment for longer
Prolonged the recession, even if NIRA has been deemed unconstitutional in 1936
• Upside
Macro + Game Theory
Very interesting model to match a real-life macroeconomic policy
• Dowside
Trend and detrending poorly discussed
Switching from deviation from trend to deviation from steady-state (growing s-s?)
Table I data are in deviation from the 1929 values, not deviation from the trend
Not clear what is shut down in the model in 1936 (after the the Supreme Court’s ruling)
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